Renfinity’s Secure Grid™ - Cities and Cybersecurity
More than 100 years’ worth of Lake City, FL’s municipal records, from ordinances to meeting
minutes to resolutions and City Council agendas, have been locked in cyberspace for nearly a
month, hijacked by unidentified hackers who encrypted the city’s computer systems and
demanded more than $460,000 in ransom.
Lake City’s troubles are hardly unique. In the past month alone, at least three Florida cities have
been victims of ransomware attacks, after intrusions on larger cities such as Atlanta, Dallas and
Baltimore. Riviera Beach, Fla., agreed to pay more than $600,000, several times what was
asked of Baltimore, which did not have insurance and did not pay. Atlanta’s cyber attack has so
far cost the city $7.2 million after the city refused to pay $51,000 in extortion demands,
Cybersecurity experts say the growing number of attacks and escalating ransom demands
suggest that cyber attackers have found a ripe target: small governments with weak computer
protections and strong insurance policies. The F.B.I. received nearly 1,500 ransomware reports
last year; a number the agency acknowledges does not begin to reflect the size of the problem.
An Illinois computer programmer who offers free help decrypting ransomware receives 1,500
requests for assistance ever day.
Renfinity’s Secure Grid™ Enterprise Solutions for Cybersecurity
As a city’s network connects devices, such as streetlights, parking meters, traffic signals,
security cameras, etc., it gains the power to adapt, protect and inform by analyzing data from
these endpoints. To ensure the data remains secure from endpoint to endpoint, network security
protocols must be baked into the infrastructure from the very start. The smallest endpoint
breach, like a motion sensor on a road, can lead to a major network breach that shuts down the
city or releases critical data. Renfinity’s Secure Grid™ protects your integrated network
requires an end-to-end security architecture.
The Secure Grid™ open platform provides an intent-based approach that allows you to identify
network needs and create automated procedures to actively ensure all layers of the system are
protected. Smart cities are dynamic network environments, so no one endpoint or piece of
technology is more or less important – all need equal protection. This security can be achieved
with Secure Grid’s proactive network policies that alert and respond to threats quickly.
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And that's just the beginning. Take a moment to discover the Secure Grid products. We are
committed to your satisfaction and welcome your feedback. We'll do all we can to make your
Secure Grid experience a positive one.
About Renfinity, Inc. (www.renfinity.com)
Renfinity designs, manufactures and integrates asset management, wireless communication products
and specialized industry solutions for organizations, its strength being specialized solutions that are highly
integrated and scalable for asset management, access control and breach detection. .
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